IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE—WEBISODE 3 OF RESET:
Watch the third Webisode of RESET, ’In the Blink of an Eye’. A lot of mysterious things
are happening—orange ooze, chalk crop circles, lightning crackles, bright lights, cars
stopping, and the disappearance and reappearance of Justin.
Justin reappears with the words, “I’ve got to warn them, there’s not much time!”
What do you think he means? Who does he have to warn? What do you think might
happen next? Where did he go? What happened while he was in the light?
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WRITING ACTIVITIES:
Try one of the following writing activity starters:
1)

Imagine YOU have just walked into the light…
start your story from the second you step into
the light. (Personal Writing)

2)

Write a descriptive fiction short story about
what happened to Justin inside the light.
(Imaginative/Creative Writing)

3)

Use this line as a starter for your own story: “I have to warn them, there’s not
much time!” (Imaginative/Creative Writing)

4)

An alien makes Justin disappear and reappear. Can you tell her side of the story? Where is she
from? What is happening on her world? Why has she come to Earth? Write a back story for our
alien goddess, the lady of the light. (Imaginative/Creative/Empathetic Writing)

5)

Think about Science and Magic. Decide whether you want the alien lady to have appeared by magic
or by science. Make up an explanation for how she gets here from another planet. Write a report as
if you are a secret agent investigating her appearance in the light. You are sending the report to
your boss explaining how she travels between worlds. Make up as much detail as you can and make
it sound convincing. Look up scientific theories about travelling long distances and see if you can
use some theories to make your report sound like you know what is going on. (Report/Informative
Writing).

6)

Write a letter to the Prime Minister about the orange ooze and crazy things happening around the
world. Express your fears, your observations or your theories about what is happening. Write as
yourself, or as JUSTIN. (Letter Writing, Empathetic Writing)

7)

Write three DIARY entries as JUSTIN. Write ONE from before the School Fair, ONE written before
being taken and ONE after being
returned. (Diary Writing)
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